Ecoline fencing systems are manufactured using the very
designed to replace traditional fencing systems. Ecoline’s
rural fencing systems for our unique Australian conditions.
Our Fencing Products are:
- UV Resistant
- Guaranteed to never Peel, Blister, Rot or Rust
- Immune to Moisture and Termites
- Maintenance Free, No Painting ever required
- Quick and Hassle free assembly
- 100% Recyclable
Ecoline’s rural fencing and gate systems are available in a

Engineering behind Ecoline
All Ecoline products are co-extruded from 100% virgin materials; co-extrusion is the latest technology
used for moulding PVC and ASA profiles. Typically two layers are produced: the outer layer is specially
constructed with a denser concentration of materials, thus making it harder and providing greater
protection against harsh UV rays. The inner layer is manufactured in much the same way however less
UV inhibitors are utilised as the emphasis is on producing a stronger molecular bond.
As a result of using co-extrusion, our products are designed with a denser outer layer to protect against
harmful UV rays and a more flexible inner layer which is specifically designed to withstand impact.
Ecoline colour profiles are co-extruded using ASA resin which produces a product with both a high
temperature endurance and high gloss properties.

Ecoline Quality Control & Testing
Ecoline products undergo vigorous quality checks throughout the manufacturing process to ensure
you, the consumer, is provided with a product of the up most quality. Strict testing of the inhibitors
used during the production process is conducted so that our products aren’t chalky nor discolour due
to UV rays.
Ecoline fence posts are constructed using 6mm thick walls, higher than the average manufacturer, this
helps our products withstand the vigorous high impact and UV tests that are conducted to ensure our
fencing systems meet our premium quality standards.

Product Benefits
Never requires painting
Impervious to Termites
Will never Peel, Splinter or Chip
Fungus and Dry Rot Free
latest Co-Extrusion formulae and are
main focus is to provide the best possible

.

Lead Free
Environmentally Friendly
Outer layer Co-Extrusion with ASA
Inner-core manufactured using PVC
Inner layer designed to withstand impact
Dense outer layer to protect against UV rays
High quality virgin materials
Hassle free installation

range of colours and designs.

Long Life Warranty
Wide range of colours

Ecoline
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FAQs
Can my PVC/ASA fence break?
As with all fencing products, Vinyl fencing can break if subjected to high
stress by a direct impact. Under normal use, the fence will not break and
when required, planks, pickets and rails are easily replaced.
Do PVC/ASA fences expand?
It is normal for vinyl materials to expand and contract during extreme
temperature changes however your supplier will allow for expansion and
contraction during the installation process.
Will my PVC/ASA fence chip, peel or splinter?
All Ecoline fences are produced with a denser outer layer ensuring you
never have to worry about the surface of your fence chipping, peeling or
splintering.
What is the expected life span of a PVC/ASA fence?
Our fencing systems are all designed using the very best materials ensuring
your product lasts as long as possible, to prove this all our fences are backed
by Ecoline’s long life warranty.
Are PVC/ASA fences really maintenance free?
Ecoline fencing systems are co-extruded to ensure the outer layer is vastly
denser than the average fence, thus it is far more resilient to normal wear
and tear experienced by other products.
How do you clean a PVC/ASA fence?
As is the case with all outdoor products, fences and railing will become
dirty when exposed to the elements. Keeping your fence clean is as simple
as using a detergent and water solution to wipe away any dirt.
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Ecoline’s Post and Rail Fencing systems are entirely customizable
and can be altered to suite your individual needs, they come with a
standard post of 5” x 5” and your choice of either single, 2, 3 or 4 rail
system; configurations may be altered upon request.
Ecoline fences work perfectly in conjunction with ElectroBraid™
electric fencing; no additional insulators are required when running
the electric rope directly through our posts.
Available in a range of colours and compatible with all our accessories,
speak to your local Ecoline distributer to develop a solution for your
needs.

3 Rail
2.1m posts with 2.4m spacings

Beautiful designs providing Safety and
Security for your precious livestock
Ecoline’s range of Post and Rail fencing systems are the perfect
solution for all your horse and livestock requirements. Our PVC
fences are co-extruded using ASA resin to provide you with a fence
that has superior durability and impact resistance compared to
traditional fencing materials.
Our fencing systems are the safest possible for your horses and
livestock; unlike wood which splinters and leaves jagged edges that
could harm your livestock.
Hassle free installation with the use of notched rails, removing the
need for nails and screws.
Rails are centred on the posts so that our fencing systems are
aesthetically beautiful from all angles.
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Horse Friendly
ElectroBraid™ Compatible
Livestock Safe
Colour Stable
Fungus & Dry Rot Free
Won’t Flake
Won’t Splinter
Won’t Rust

Co-extruded to be UV resistant, providing you with a long lasting
colour stable product.
Perfect for creating long lasting enclosures for your horses and
livestock as well as a surreal perimeter for your property.

The Safe, Secure, Permanent Electric Fence invented out of love for horses
Ecoline utilises ElectroBraid™ for all our electric
fencing needs.
ElectroBraid™ is an easy to install electric
fencing system designed to provide you with a
safe and secure equine fence.
Its strength and durability make it the perfect
solution for all your horse, sheep and livestock
needs.
ElectroBraid™ is recommended by equine vets.
Resilient when struck by a panicked horse,
similar to ropes in a boxing ring.
Electrobraid™ is constructed from polyester
fibres that meets the high standards established
for seat belts and parachute harnesses.
Works in conjunction with Ecoline Post and
Rail systems without any need for additional
insulators.
ElectroBraid™ Fence Components
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Quick and Easy to Install
Low Maintenance
1300 pounds to break
Braided Construction
Copper Conductors

ü 25yr ElectroBraid™ Warranty

Ecoline offers a wide variety of powder coated Aluminium gates.
Our gates have been specially designed to be lightweight & strong, made from suitable grade aluminium profile
with stainless steel hardware. All Ecoline’s gate posts are reinforced with aluminium inserts which help to
strengthen the gates structural integrity.
Built to the length and standards required for each individual job, Ecoline’s gates are the perfect accompaniment
to your Ecoline fencing system.
In conjunction with our gates we utilise top quality hardware extruded using Ecoline’s very own die’s.

Aluminium Caps

Drop Rod

Hinges

Latch

New England

Solar Light

Gothic

Head Office:
17 Fabio Court, Campbellfield
VIC, Australia 3061
Email: sales@ecolinefencing.com.au
Web: www.ecolinefencing.com.au

